LearningTimes Support: #ALLExchange

Susan Davis: Weaponized optimism=librarians. I like that.

Mary Beth Weber: As a child of the punk era, I love the analogies.

Stefanie Gyles: Tell me these bags are still Available! Will have to look on Etsy!

Elizabeth Cox: I LOVE that quote! Definitely going to Etsy to look.

Margaret Ellingson: I’m resonating the sh-t out of this!

Elizabeth Blakesley: "We're all just walking each other home.” -- Ram Dass

LearningTimes Support: Hello Jamen, I see you're raised your hand. If you a question, please type it in this chat window and it will be responded to at the end of the session (time permitting).

Mary Beth Weber: Excellent slide.


Kristin Martin: Reminder: please share your chat comments to All panelists and attendees. Otherwise other participants don’t see your comments.

Karen Morse (URI): Thanks for sharing the Wisconsin link

Jennifer Lease Doherty: I am volunteering with Million Mask Challenge sewing masks in MD/VA/DC.

RHONDA SUPER: For this year in particular, and in states that are resistant to vote-by-mail, libraries need to be educators and be poll locations when they can.

Jennifer Lease Doherty: Several libraries are drop sites for mask pick up if you are local want to look into it. https://millionmaskchallenge.com/

Margaret Ellingson: Betty White!

Gail Blacker: The ONLY people who I've talked with are co-workers and family.

David: cataloging skills, what an amazing idea!

Kristin Martin: That is super-awesome!

Mary Beth Weber: I like the idea of the library setting up a farmers market!

Frank Skornia: We've discussed something similar for our makerspace-building a directory of people with skills that are willing to share and teach them (LITA has talked about this too)
Belinda B: That is an amazing idea and program.

Ranti Junus: I’m really taken with the idea of cataloging your expert folks in order to bring out library resources related to the subject area of those experts. I think that’s a brilliant idea.

Lauren Schiller: @Ranti I’ve always thought that the job of the librarian is not to always know the answer, or even to know where to find the answer, but to know who to ask when you don’t know, so cataloging experts sounds like a great idea.

Rob Haley: Sustainability is a big tent.

Chapel C.: My cold, jaded heart needed this presentation today!

Elizabeth Cox: @Chapel - AMEN!

Lisa Bodenheimer: so did mine!

Jennifer Lease Doherty: Yes!

Gail Blacker: Standing ovation!!

Ranti Junus: @Lauren Yes!

Katrina Brown: Ditto @Chapel!

Lauren Schiller: I love the idea of turning over the teen program money to the teens to decide what they want to do with it.

Mary Beth Weber: This presentation was very inspiring.

Jennifer Lease Doherty: Amazing presentation! Thanks!

Kayla Abner: I’m feeling much more hopeful now than I did at the beginning of this presentation!

Karen Neurohr: Excellent presentation!

Susan Davis: Reminder: please share your chat comments to All panelists and attendees. Otherwise other participants don’t see your comments.

Susana: @chapel I agree!!!!

electra enslow: Hear hear @chapel

Connie T: Thank you for the uplifting presentation!

Susan Davis: Default setting for chat recipient is All panelists which means speaker and planning group.
Margaret Ellingson: Thanks for reminding us of so many things to be hopeful about *and* that we have a big role in bringing hopes into reality!

Margaret Ellingson: https://sustainability.emory.edu/

Baasil Wilder: thanks!

RHONDA SUPER: Santa Monica Wellbeing: https://wellbeing.smgov.net/

Debra Spidal: http://www.loc.gov/marc/community/

MARC format for community

RHONDA SUPER: Yale Climate research: https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/

Kristin Martin: Donald, you are welcome to share the presentation with others if you are registered in a group.

Vicki Sipe: Debra Spidal--do you know of anyone creating community records in the MARC format?

Jennifer Lease Doherty: Oh, and I may have put the totebag on my Mothers Day list!

Mary Beth Weber: Thank you!!

Georgina: Thank you so much!

Karen Neurohr: How many people are here in this?

Ranti Junus: Great talk, Rebekkah. Thank you so much.

Rob Haley: Thanks, Rebekkah!

Susan Davis: Many good takeaways. Thank you.

Rebecca Henning: @Debra thanks for sharing the MARC format for community

Karen: Thank you for this Rebekkah!

LearningTimes Support: Very thought-provoking!

Kayla Abner: Thank you Rebekkah! I’m feeling inspired

Margaret Ellingson: WONDERFUL presentation! So many practical takeaways!

Margaret Ellingson: Are the chats captured w/the recordings?

Jennifer Lease Doherty: Fantastic Presentation!
Rebecca Malek-Wiley: Very thought-provoking (and not just for people working in libraries) -- thank you!

Debra Spidal: I don't know of any library using MARC format for community information but I knew it existed. Sorry I don't have more information. It looks very doable.

Katrina Brown: Thank you, Rebekkah - fantastic presentation and ideas!!